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Introduction;

Optoacoustic Spectroscopy is a technique eminently suitable

for investigation of systems of importance in material science,

because Df its capability to give spectroscopy information in the

entire optical spectral region from UV to infrared for any type

of sample, solids, powders, single crystals, opaque system,

surface species, thin films, coatings etc. The high sensitivity

of the technique is capable for giving good spectrum even when

the species under investigation is present only in ppm levels.

Also the technique does not require very sophisticated

instrumentation. Further, since the technique depends on the

principle of radiationless transition, it is highly complimentary

to absorption spectroscopy and can be used for study of

relaxation proceses. Optoacoustic spectroscopy studies ; rn be

carried out at temperatures ranging from Liquid N2 (or lower) to

high above room temperature (several hundreds of °C) , so that

studies on structural changes, phase transitions, thermal

reactions, etc can also be carried out convenie itly. In viaw of

all these advantages, we have set up a pulsed laser optoacoustic

spectrometer in our laboratory. This report gives a brief

description of the instrument and some typical results.
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Experimental Set Up

The experimental set up can be divided into three parts,

namely, the tunable excimer laser pumped dye laser, the sample

holder coupled to the detector, and the recording system.

The laser system consists of an EMB 201 MSC excimer laser

capable of operation at B0Hz, giving pulse energies upto 400 mJ.

This is used to pump Rhodamine 6G dye laser oscillator—amplifier

system. The dye laser bandwidth is about 2 cm and this can be

reduced to about 0.04 cm" , if necessary, by using an intracavity

etalon. The dye laser scanning system is microprocessor

controlled and can be used conveniently for scanning and data

acquisition. The most delicate part of the system is the

detector assembly. For this a thin quartz plate is carefully cut

to make multiple bends appearing as an 'S' shape to avoid

scattered light reaching detector. This acts as a pressure wave

guide. The sample is sandwiched at one end of the wave guide

using a thin quartz plate and the detector made of lead

zirconate-lead titanate (PZT) crystal is held tightly at the

other end as described by Patel and Tam(1>. This, as is

well known reduces the random noise effects from scattered light

and improves the signal to noise ratio effectively. This

particular sample holder was chosen for our work, mainly because,

in such a system the detector is well separated, from the sample

and also is thermally isolated. Tnis is very convenient for

temperature dependent studies, since the sample can be coded or

heated without affecting the transducer.
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The output of the transducer is given to an oscilloscope,

as well as a PARC M162 Box Car Signal Averager through a suitable

preamplifier. The fast gated integrator PARC M162 integrates the

input signal during the gate operation. The schematic of the

arrangement is shown in Fig.l. Experimental conditions are thus

adjusted and data acquisition system is optimised by viewing the

signal on the oscilloscope. Spectra are recorded by scanning the

dye laser in the desired range and recording the output from the

Box Car with a recorder.

It is planned to interface the scanning system and signal

averager to a Personnel Computer, so that the entire experiment

can be carried out under the control of the PC, which will

greatly facilitate data acquisition and processing.

Results and Discussion

With a pulsed laser and pressure transducer detector, each

laser pulse produces a complex pressulre wave. It is spread over

a long period, in fact, longer than one-half the trigger period

and much larger than the laser pulse duration. This complex wave

arises from several factors, and is a superposition of the

original wave and waves arising from other effects like echoes

and also from the absorption by walls and windows. A typical

waveform output from the transducer is shown in Fig.2, for

several pulses. It is obvious that for maximum signal, as well

as optimisation of signal to noise ratio, one has to choose the

correct region of the wave and an appropriate gate width. Often

there are quite some pressure peaks. They are occurring at some
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specific time interval from the start of the laser pulse. One

generally positions the gate of specific width at one of the

first intense peaks and makes a trial run to record the spectrum.

The trials can go on till one succeeds to get a good spectrum

using one specific peak from the entire wave pattern.

Several spectra have been obtained using the above system.

Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c show the spectra of carbon black, cobalt

complex, and a High Te compound YBaCuO (123) respectively. The

spectrum of carbon black is a measure of the power distribution

of the dye laser, and any other spectrum can be normalised with

respect to that. The cobalt spectrum has been obtained both at

room temperature and at liquid N2 temperature, and shows

intensity changes on cooling. The high Tc sample did not show

any spectral features in this region of 571-606nm. Further

details of the cobalt and high Tc spectra will be discussed

elsewhere

To illustrate the capability of the present system, we

3*t*

discuss below, in detail the spectrum of Nd in YAB.

The excimer laser pumped Rhodamine 6G dye laser is used as

a source in the range of 571 to 606 ran region. It has 8-10 ns

pulse width and typical energy of about 25 mJ/pulse with pulsing

rate of 10 cycles/sec. The signal was accomplished with a wide

band preamplifier PR 115 followed by a box car averager PAR

162/165 as described in the experimental set-up. The gate width

of 50 nenosecond was used for the Nd:YAG crystal after a delay of

94 ,usec which is decided from the actual signal recorded as a
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function of time using a dye laser tuned to one of the strong

absorption line.

The OA spectrum of NDsYAS, signal crystal has been recorded

and is shown in Fig.4. For comparison purpose we have recorded

visible absorption spectrum which is also shown in Fig.4. The

peak positions along with relative intensities are given in Table

1. From the intensity comparison, it is worked out that there is

an increase in intensity of about 383£ for the line at 16798 cm .

This needs an explanation that requires detailed studies which is

being perused. The relative increase or decrease in intensity of

the bands of OA spectrum compared to the ones in absorption

spectrum is an indication of the different non-radiative

probability of the excited state involved.

In the past, the spectral analysis has been done by the

workers in the field for Nd2Oa single crystal and Nd3+ doped in

Yttrium aluminium garnet ' . Koningstein & Beusic have

reported the absorption lines at 16852, 16987, 17044, 17241,

17263, 17322 and 17570 cm"1 for Nd:YAG at 4.2°K. These can be

presumed to be originating from lowest crystal component of J of

the ground state Ip/2. Therefore, these would correspond to the

energy level positions of the excited states Bg/2 & &7sZ- In

terms of these, it should be possible to explain the entire

spectrum. Corresponding to these, we have observed lines in OA

spectrum (room temperature) at 1685B(s), 16992(vs), 17044<s>,

17251(w), 17271(s), 17329(w) and 17574(vs> cm"1. The last one is

the value from absorption spectrum. These are treated as arising

from lowest J component. The nent two levels 134 8t 197 cm"1

(components of Ip/2* will be reasonably populated at room

~i o>temperature whereas 311 & 848 cm levels will be very poorly
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Table 1

OA and Visible Absorption frequency values of 3mm thick NdsYAS
crystal in the region of 5712—606 nm.

OptoacDustic frequencies Absorption frequencies

(cm )

16555 vW

16694 vW,b

16731 m

16800 W

16861 s

16926 m

16996 vs

17056 m

17152 m

17271 s

1744 vs

17574 vs

(cm

16572

16661

16719

16798

16858

16912

16992

17044

170/2

17138

17204

17251

17271

17329

173B2

17463
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W
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populated. The moderately strong spectral lines observed at

16719, 16912, 17138 cm"1 and a weak line at 17024 cnf* are

assigned as the transitions from 134 cm" crystal field component

to one of the above mentioned energy levels. The weak and medium

intensity lines at 16661, J.6798, 17072 and 17382 cm"1 are

explained as originating from the third crystal field component

i.e. 187 cm"1. The moderately strong bond3 at 16858, 17045 and

17138 cm can find more than one explanation in terms of the

energy level components due to crystal field indicated herein.

Thus the observed OA spectrum recorded at room temperature could

be fully explained using absorption spectrum at low temperature

and the details are given in terms of energy level diagram shown

in Fig.5. The diagram clearly shows the positions of all the

seven Stark components of the two excited states 6y/2 and G5/2 •

In the present studies, the crystal used was not perfectly

polished and it was about 3mm thick. With modification, laser OA

device thus can be used as a non-destructive technique for the

spectral study of entire 6-7 cm long, polished or unpolished

laser crystal and other materials which cannot be easily studied

by conventional absorption spectroscopy.
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